Inductors
Miniaturized thin-film metal power inductors suitable for
ADAS applications
 Industry-leading rated voltage of 40 V: can be coupled to a 12 V car battery
 Capable of operating at high currents up to 1.6 A by employing a newly developed metal
core with an inductance of 4.7 μH at 1MHz
 Small dimensions of 2.5 mm x 2.0 mm x 1.2 mm
 Qualified to AEC-Q200

February 12, 2019
TDK Corporation (TSE:6762) announces the TFM252012ALVA thin-film metal power
inductors that can be connected directly to a 12 V car battery while maintaining small
dimensions with a footprint of just 2.5 mm × 2.0 mm and a height of 1.2 mm. Thanks to the
magnetic metal core these newly developed inductors offer a rated current of 1.6 A and an
inductance of 4.7 μH. They are able to withstand severe temperature environments with an
operating temperature range of -55 °C to +150 °C (including increase by self-heating) and
are therefore especially suited for automotive power circuits. Mass production of the series
started in February 2019.
To date, no thin-film metal inductors featuring a footprint smaller than 9 mm2 are on the
market that can be used coupled to a 12 V car battery*. The newly developed
TFM252012ALVA inductor achieves a rated voltage of 40 V with a footprint smaller than 9
mm2, thanks to the material technologies and structural design unique to TDK, and thus can
be used in power circuits with an input directly coupled from a 12 V car battery.
In today’s automobiles, electronic control units are increasingly being installed to electrify
various control functions and to implement in-vehicle information communication,
autonomous driving, and other functions. The number of automotive ECUs necessary for
implementing ADAS** and thereby the number of inductors for power circuits used in these
units have been increased. However, because the number of parts has been increasing
while mounting space is limited, there is a growing demand for small-size electronic parts
featuring high performance and reliability. TDK is responding to such market needs with
products like the new TFM2520ALVA inductor.
TDK will continue to contribute to the miniaturization of modules for automotive power circuits
by expanding the lineup of products with various dimensions and inductance values and thus
supplying inductors suitable for many designs and applications.
* • Industry-leading rated voltage: Rated voltage of 40 V by the inductor with a footprint of 9 mm2 or less using a
metal magnetic material as the core material
** Advanced Driver Assistance System
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Main applications
 ADAS, power trains, car telematics (infotainment) systems, various automotive ECUs, and others
Main features and benefits
 Realizing a rated voltage of 40 V and usable in power circuits which are connected directly to a
12 V car battery
 Capable of operating at high currents of up to 1.6 A by using a newly developed metal core
 Suitable for a broad temperature range of -55 °C to +150 °C
Key data
Type

Inductance
[μH] @ 1 MHz

TFM252012ALVA4R7MTAA

4.7 ±20%

DC resistance
[mΩ] max.

Isat* [A]
max.
1.9

200

Itemp** [A]
typ.
2.2

max.
1.6

typ.
1.8

* Based on an inductance decrease of a 30%
** Based on a temperature increase of 40°C by self-heating

----About TDK Corporation
TDK Corporation is a leading electronics company based in Tokyo, Japan. It was established in 1935 to
commercialize ferrite, a key material in electronic and magnetic products. TDK's comprehensive portfolio
features passive components such as ceramic, aluminum electrolytic and film capacitors, as well as
magnetics, high-frequency, and piezo and protection devices. The product spectrum also includes
sensors and sensor systems such as temperature and pressure, magnetic, and MEMS sensors. In
addition, TDK provides power supplies and energy devices, magnetic heads and more. These products
are marketed under the product brands TDK, EPCOS, InvenSense, Micronas, Tronics and TDKLambda. TDK focuses on demanding markets in the areas of information and communication technology
and automotive, industrial and consumer electronics. The company has a network of design and
manufacturing locations and sales offices in Asia, Europe, and in North and South America. In fiscal
2018, TDK posted total sales of USD 12 billion and employed about 103,000 people worldwide.

----You can download this text and associated images from
http://www.global.tdk.com/corp/en/news_center/press/20190212_01.htm
Further information on the products can be found under
https://product.tdk.com/info/en/catalog/datasheets/inductor_automotive_power_tfm252012alva_en.pdf
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